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Abstract: Summary Continuing Education is an important component of higher education in China , Current domestic private colleges and universities to increase the implementation and transfer of continuing education mode The search and think has yielded some results , But there are some problems . articles background to lifelong education , focus on private college hair The status of the continuing education model and the implementation strategy issues in the transition process .
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with the development of our economy , The more the social demand for talent for greater , quality requirements are getting higher , so , Our government proposes a [ Science and education] ,, Great strategic direction of talent , Driving Building learning Social steps . conform to the situation , as a college important component The Private Colleges of the Section have also increased their exploration of continuing education mode and think , But it is undeniable that during the development of Continuing education mode , appears with _ Some questions , the presence of these problems affects continuing education Benign development , universities must take the _ measures to resolve . with "" The development of continuing education in private universities under the lifelong education system go to type with implementation strategy researchsearch on Internet , Find current there is little research on this subject in China , This gives this The text leaves some research space and value for research . This article first of all Simple definition of lifelong education and continuing education , Second, focus on Analysis on the problems existing in the development of continuing education in private universities , and based on These issues focus on the transformation and implementation strategies of colleges and universities , with a view to continuing education for academics and colleges provide _ Reference and reference to .

one , the definition of lifelong education and continuing education in China and the following Continuing Education Development Overview

There are two main explanations for lifelong education in the current academic circle :

Defining continuing Education , currently has a broad and narrow : broad view Continuing education is already divorced from the formal teachings fertility , A group of people who are already working and who are already in the adult community. Education , This education can be regular , can also be staged Supplemental
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Learning. In the narrow sense, "Continuing Education is a college with the Administrative staff and technology for higher education or more than mid-level titles on education activities for people with. 0 This article considers, Continuing Education is not The can be simply defined as a certain level, as long as the original educational Foundation All educational activities on should be continuing education.

author access to data Discovery, China's continuing education in the reform open put in blank phase, until century year age only start Focus on Continuing education mode, current China continuing education developments are mainly in the following areas: First, Countries attach importance to the process increase. since the reform and opening-up, the state has given high to continuing education degree of emphasis, 17 General development continuing education and distance education, Build Lifelong Learning, Universal Learning and Learning society as an educational power Important tasks, and published "National long-term talent Development Program outline", "National Medium and long-term education reform and development plan outline" and so on, providing policy support for the development of continuing education. second, demand a exuberant, with China's economic development model transition, Industrial structure by Step upgrade, country to professional, New talent needs more and more high, to keep up with the pace of economic development, practitioners are bound to strengthen Promotion of one's own accomplishment, and continuing education is a good choice. third, Fierce competition. There is a demand there is a market, Current for meeting social The public's thirst for continuing education, Many educational institutions in society, culture Training Agency, institutions in colleges and universities are offering education courses, this causes education, Quality on the training market no _, fish Dragon Blend Miscellaneous, Continuing Education Market competition is intense, also has a nonstandard condition.

two, China's private colleges continue under the lifelong education system The current status and problems of education

under the guidance of the lifelong education system. Our private colleges are sending The Show continued education process with the _ results, but also out of now has a problem., This part mainly from private university continuing education Status Quo, problems, to cause this problem three aspects go to Row specific discussion.

(The)The current situation of continuing education development in private colleges and universities

1. **The College of Continuing Education is currently the primary for continuing education**

   to implement the nation-building lifelong education system and learning Society calls and requests, major private colleges and universities to the original adult education line change, convert to School of Continuing education, Implementing Adult Education transition to continuing education philosophy. on some level, willTraditional adult education in transition to a continuing educational transformation meets the needs of social development seek, Current, The larger the scale of enrollment expansion in Chinese universities or professional skills schools Greater, But simple schooling sometimes fails to meet the needs of the educated. demand, The College of Continuing Education is a good choice, here You can complete an educational process or a non-degree education.

2. **The form of education is diverse**

   with the development of continuing education in private universities and the continued state of the country emphasis on education, The current form of continuing education is no longer limited to before the correspondence, Yeda etc, is more flexible in form. current, The continuing education mode of private colleges in China includes distance education, to people Education ( Yeda, Amateur, Correspondence, Full-time), self-study Exam, Short-term fix, Job training, Advanced Training, H Select Students for continuing education You can choose your own time and actual requirements for the learning Style. This diverse form of learning is basically a way of Meeting the needs of the educators, But there is a 'you have I have', homogeneity phenomenon, The qualifications for teaching are also outstanding.

3. **School-Enterprise cooperation is the main feature of continuing education**
University has strong faculty strength, Rich teaching resources, To

Full office space, Enterprise has strong financial support, numerous members work, Universities cooperate with enterprises, a The aspect solves the university funding first50- Golden problem, on the other hand colleges and universities according to Enterprise needs to employees training, Improving employees' overall quality, to better Enterprise service, binding resources complementary, to better play each other trend. current, University and Enterprise multiple use Union, delegate, hire Professor, continuing Education in a variety of continuing educational ways the cooperation between school and Enterprise, And this is also a way of continuing education one Great feature. of course, except for school-level cooperation outside, University also cooperates with foreign countries _ Some sponsoring institutions Learn, to enhance communication and cooperation on academic or practical skills.

(two) problems existing in the development of continuing education in private colleges and universities

Continuing Education as an integral part of higher education, Current back view down, development is also getting faster, the is also getting bigger.,, in this Procedures, inevitably exist _ Fixed issue, summary, has the following main points:

1. The relative lag of the school system

Current, Our economic model has been made up of previous planned economies Transition to market economy, and deepening, This requires the people The School System of continuing education in colleges and universities should keep pace with the times. cut, Break the limits of previous planned economy times, Establish A school system that is compatible with the current City field economy. however, Reality is, current Private colleges in continuing education course settings, Professional Settings, teaching Side,, still no innovation in teaching management, not progressing very much.

2. School positioning Blur

What is the purpose of a private university? , This is a college that is doing Questions to consider before continuing education. But the reality is yes, a a Universities See other universities start continuing education, also start a, or simply in response to a national call, all the same [] Consider the social significance of continuing education, This is possible. University in " rush to launch " when positioning is not strictly and then Continuing teachers, teaching facilities can't keep up, resulting in the resource's waste, to some extent directly affect the reputation of the university.

3. features not highlighted

Continuing education transitions from adult education to, to jump out of To people education " " thinking mode re-explore new teaching mode, To Create A Teaching features, So we can develop high quality social needs senior talent, But colleges and universities in the continuing education there is the same as the the status of the situation, feel which _ teaching content in schools, mode is - -like, go Anywhere, The focus of the consideration is not teaching quality, and simply consider the popularity of the school itself. We know, knowledge High schools may have an advantage in overall teaching quality, but not absolute, Continuing education and ordinary higher education still exist A certain difference, so, when Making a selection, do you want to take the actual situation Main.

4. lack of effective continuing education management mode

Current, Colleges basically set up continuing education colleges to be responsible for All work for continuing education, theoretically, College of Continuing Education and other colleges _ sample, has separate administrative functions, But the reality is is, the College of Continuing Education does not have the discretion and the relevant for expenses, The College of Continuing education cannot achieve the real focal points. admin, the teaching work of a level two college or department cannot be effectiveregulation, This leads to continuing education College this _ organization No., and the direct result of this pattern is the inability to continue education entire operation, Effective supervision of teaching quality, last long, potential The will have an impact,
on the school's reputation.

5. Lack of continuing education of talent

Continuing Education is the same as general teaching, are higher education component, But it has its own characteristics. An educated person makes up on, The form is more different from general higher education, due to this, The teaching of education should employ a professional team of teachers, But at present, private colleges and universities do not have a continuing education or Lack of relevant talent in this area, Basically takes the normal high shared by teachers of education, the consequences of doing so make teaching a quality Large Discounts, not maximizing the results of continuing education.

( three ) problems in the development of continuing education in private colleges and universities

Analytical

The problems existing in the development of continuing education in private colleges and universities are not accidental, There are some reasons for the, in this section, mainly on The problem that exists in the article analyzes the cause of these problems:

1. Mind Hardening

Current, Our market economy is developing rapidly, social Talent Requirement Rendering, This requires innovative teaching methods in colleges and universities, Optimization Course Settings, keep pace with social development while guaranteeing teaching quality steps. But, Overview of universities at these levels of action relative to Slow down, This is inseparable from the idea of a college management.

2. value, Not enough input

Continuing Education as an important component of higher education, should get the attention of the university, But the status quo is college at this level but To protect Leave a comment " value, Not enough input, such as, Simply sets the The College of Continuing Education, But lack of appropriate administrative mechanism, regime construction, to the College of Continuing Education ' Alternative View, makes it impossible to enjoy equal treatment to other colleges, No separate teaching places, teaching facility, Expenses, etc.

3. National support for private colleges is not enough

causes the above problem, In addition to the university's own factors, Country Home also has reasonability, private colleges vs. Normal colleges and universities that are supported by the state the, the itself has an inherent problem, cannot compete with formal colleges at all levels, to increase self own capital expenditure, Better operation and Development, working with Enterprise School or independent Ban became a private university ' suck Gold A of the Large Way. another, to point to, current China's private colleges and universities in the the development of continuing education, the problem of lack of corresponding laws and regulations to do support the, Although our country continues to educate for further education, the Policies, but the scope of application is the entire education for all, does not continue Education separate legislation, Local government and relevant authorities There is also a lack of private colleges in the development of continuing education and explore its development model constraints and incentives in style and transition.

three, China's private colleges continue under the lifelong education system Implementing policies for educational transformation

problems in the development of continuing education in private colleges and universities urgent need to explore cable Transitions, transformation is not an immediate negation of the original order, Instead on the basis of the original order, extended to continue teaching in-box, Correcting and completing problems in original order goodto adapt to evolving social environment. specifically, main have the following:

(one) transition to a school system

Current, The focus of an educated person on the choice of continuing education is the supply and demand for labor on the market, educated on select followingContinuing education often selects those that are appropriate for their own quality of education source, The evaluation of the quality of continuing education is no longer
limited to the administrative department Door or expert scholar, more times determined by social requirements. Therefore, the system of continuing education in private colleges and universities should be based on the Market-leading. at the same time, to address private universities in development continue problems with administrative mode in education, can start with the following: Continue The College of Education should be responsible for the entire school under the leadership of the school continueEducation Manager, Continuing Education College direct to key disciplines Teaching Management; The School itself should incorporate continuing education into the school's Entire development plan, arranging teaching Resources, teaching funds, talent recruitment level give continuing education college autonomy; College of Education The Independent teaching management should be done by establishing a rigorous system of assessment With the activity of Level two college, For example, through students' assessment of Teachers, Collar Guide Irregular lectures, etc., to ensure quality of teaching; plus Fast nurture teaching and management for continuing education, Current, China The lack of professional talents in the continuing education of private colleges and universities no Contention Fact, This directly compromises the quality of teaching, should To increase the training of talent, culture content Coverage Admin, teach Learn, Market Analysis level. of course, need to point out, various high School conditions are not One-like, Colleges and universities in transition should be based on the schools from the Body Condition, Choosing the right management system for its benign development, datamine Potential resources for school running, and Advantage Consolidation for these resources, shape to force, Improve school's social service capabilities.

( two ) transition to school mode
Private colleges and universities when continuing education, except for academic education, try to explore a Some of the education that is appropriate for in-service employees is form and path, achieving non-degree education from academic education, Professional Capital Grid certificate Training, change in job training. on Professional settings, Remember behind closed doors, Do market research, To open some social adaptation Development Requirements Professional, simultaneous, flexibly opens 1 Some new professions, through Co-operation, School-Enterprise cooperation mode, cultivate a New professional with its own characteristics. other, changing past heavy academic light application mode, Market Demand Reference, Culture. Some applied talent, this requires private colleges to do more on the faculty, in the teaching side law, To change the rigid teaching model of the past, add interactivity, to improve the quality of teaching.

( three ) transition to school goals
Current, as the mass concept continues to update, simply to continue The Number of education-acquired degrees in the yearly decrease, so, with Long-term private colleges and universities no longer pursue economies of scale. should, But pursuing boutique benefits. current, pursuing boutique philosophy There are two main trends in, which are to increase the level of education, For example, from this specialist transition to postgraduate education; Second is to open a society badly needed talent or former along professional short courses, key support, Bulls, build on Continuing Education Quality training content or professional. 5

( four ) view Transitions
as the pace of economic globalization accelerates, International exchange between benefits frequently, any fields are inevitably affected, education The is the same as. Therefore, private colleges and universities should make full use of this 1 favorable conditions and opportunity, rotate view, expand Space, Enhance international communication with cooperation, implementation go out, come in policy, actively create conditions strengthen relations with foreign colleges and universities and cooperate in running a school relationship, on update, introduce advanced training programs and education patterns, Promote research in the Continuing Education of our private universities, admin to diplomacy streaming and cooperating, Joint Research on Continuing education theory, Probe The rule of international continuing education in new period, To guide China's private colleges and universities in the development of continuing education transformation and implementation of the.
adjustments and transitions in addition to the above private-university level outside, as the subject of our power, the government also wants to develop in the continuing education Adjust: speeding up the enactment and promulgation of relevant laws and regulations, Perfecting the system construction, for the normal operation of our private colleges for policy, Legal Support, at the same time to Some are not normal in run, legally bound; To develop continuing education in private colleges and universities a set policy skew, while developing continuing education, private colleges and universities have bugs and Requirements, State and relevant education departments to be tilted and supported according to the actual condition, such as faculty, fiscal, devices, sites etc, to promote the development and transformation of continuing education in private colleges and universities thread orderly, favorably proceed.

Summary, as the market economy progresses, The mass concept of Step update, Previous mode of continuing education no longer applies, Private High The Development of school in continuing education, Step in school system, School Mode, on school target transition, Simultaneous Combining School's own reality, Local, starting with its own development Education mode.
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